
Lost Opportunities: ROP Review as a Provincial Conformity Exercise

The “Fundamental Value” of Landscape Permanence VIA the economic viability of farms NOT VS the economic viability of farms.. 

“The current ROP recognized that there are non-prime agricultural lands; however, it does not provide for additional land use 
permissions on these lands, primarily because of the desire to maintain and provide for landscape permanence.” Page 22 | Rural and
Agricultural Discussion Paper

Policy Gaps undiscussed: The ‘precautionary principle’, Centres for Biodiversity, Environmentally Sensitive Areas, AIAs, EIAs

“The ROP Review will consider if the precautionary principle should be ore explicitly referenced in natural heritage ROP” Page 25 | Natural Heritage Discussion Paper

Why and when should “Consideration should be given to adding a “made in Halton” definition?” Page 22 | Rural and Agricultural Discussion Paper

The PPS 2020 defines an “Agricultural System” as “...a group of inter-connected elements that collectively create a viable, thriving 
agricultural sector. It has two components: 1. An agricultural land base comprised of prime agricultural areas, including specialty crop 
areas, and rural lands that together create a continuous productive land base for agriculture; 2. An agri-food network which includes 
infrastructure, services, and assets important to the viability of the agri-food sector.” 

Unintended Consequences of NHS policy in the Rural Area - how to disincentivize stewardship

How effective was  ROPA 38 on the ground and were there implementation issues?

Vanessa Warren & Jamie Fisher      PL-28-20





75 day timelines for Discussion Paper comment AND between Draft ROPA and Approval

HAAC not consulted

AIA Guidelines not published or public

Timeline and Next Steps

Deadline extended but so late in the process as to be irrelevant

What will the Regional response be to feedback and how does the discussion continue?



Thought Experiment #1 - the Sugar Shack 

EIA? AIA? Precautionary Principle?

Renewable vs. Non-Renewable Resources
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Thought Experiment #2: Backed by Bees

“Agriculture-related uses: means those farm related commercial and far-related industrial uses that are 
directly related to farm operations in the area, support agriculture, benefit from being tin close proximity 
to farm operations, and provide direct products and/or services to farm operations as a primary activity.”
PPS 2020

Policy considerations (page 40/41 Rural and Agricultural Discussion 
Paper) suggest Micro-breweries and distilleries are NOT agriculture-
related, while wineries are.  The unintended consequences of 
prohibitive policies = Backed by Bees is NOT permitted.



Thought experiment #3: Backed by bees on a different Burlington farm





Clarity - landowners have access to ground-truthed, mutually exclusive mapping and 
don’t have pay to identify “public assets” through EIAs an AIAs.  A rural designation 
further clarifies permissions outside Prime Ag lands

Stewardship is not punished as contributing to future NHS can not impede normal 
agricultural or rural permitted uses

NHS including Key Features AND Prime Agricultural areas are protected from non-
agricultural or rural development AND farmers can use all provincially permitted tools to 
remain financially sustainable on the urban fringe

Meets Provincial guidelines AND Regional goals for Agriculture AND NHS

The thought experiments?:

The sugar shack is a normal agricultural use and is built in the sugar bush; NOT on 
class 1-3 farmland

Backed by Bees is permitted as an agriculture-related use in any part of Rural 
Burlington that is not a Protected Area - providing certainty and financial sustainability 
to farmers. 

Property owners with large swaths of NHS overlay need never bump up against the “no 
negative impact” protection of the NHS UNLESS they trip those protections with non-
agricultural or rural uses
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